
Prefix General Meaning Examples 

ab away abolitionist, abstract 

agri land agriculture 

ante before antenatal, antecedent 

anti against, opposite anticlockwise, anticyclone 

aqua, aque water aquarium, aqueduct 

audi to hear audible, auditorium 

auto self autopilot, automatic 

bi two bicycle, bilateral 

bio life biology, biodiversity 

broncho 
relating to 
breathing 

bronchitis 

cent hundred century, centipede 

chrono time chronology, chronicle 

circ around circumference 

co, con, com, 
col 

with, together congregation, communicate 

contra, contro,  
counter 

against, opposite 
controversial, contradiction, 
counterbalance 

de 
down, reverse, 
away 

deforestation, decompose 

dec ten decade, decimal 

demo people, nation democracy 

di two diverge 

dia through, across diameter, dialogue 

dis away, not, reverse discover, disappear 

eco home ecosystem, ecology 

em, en, endo in 
empower, encourage, 
endothermic 

e, ex, exo out, from explain, exothermic, evaluation 

equi equal equilateral, equidistant 

extra 
more than 
usual, beyond 

extra-terrestrial, extraordinary 

fore before foreground 

geo rock, earth geology, geothermal 

homo same homophone, homogenous 

hydro water hydroelectricity, hydrotherapy 

hyper above, over hyperthermia 

hypo below, under hypothermia 
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in, im extremely inflammable 

in, il, im, 
ir 

not 
infallibility, illiteracy, immoral, 
irrelevant 

in, im in, into, towards, within induce, import, immigrate 

inter among, between international, internet 

intra within intranet 

kilo 
(multiplied by) one 
thousand 

kilogram, kilometre 

mal, mis bad, wrong malnutrition, mistake 

man hand manual, manufacture 

meta change of state metamorphic 

micro small microphone 

milli 
(divided by) one 
thousand 

millimetre, millisecond 

misc mixed miscellaneous 

mono one, single monorail 

multi many multinational 

non not nonabsorbent 

per through, thoroughly permeable, persist 

photo light photosynthesis 

post after post-mortem 

pre before precedent, prequel 

pro for, forwards promote 

quad four quadrilateral 

re again, back reapply, return 

se apart segregation, separate 

semi, hemi half semicircle, hemisphere 

sub below, under substandard, subway 

super above, over supervisor, super 

syn, sym, 
sim 

together, with 
synchronise, symmetry, 
simultaneous 

tele over a long distance television 

trans across transatlantic, transport 

tri three triangular 

ultra extremely ultramodern 

un not, opposite unnatural, unusual 

uni one, as one unite, uniform, unicycle 
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